The Voyager® wheel seal is designed for regional route trucks, city traffic and coach applications. Rugged design, simple installation and proven performance make Voyager the right choice for fleets seeking a superior seal for everyday stop-and-go traffic environments.

**Simpler, Quicker Installations**
A bonded rubber OD and piloted entry ensures an easy and square installation.

**Superior Seal**
A ribbed rubber OD forms a superior seal between the seal case and the hub bore without needing additional sealant.

**Reduce Contamination**
A four-zone labyrinth system excludes waterborne and airborne contaminants.

**Avoid Installation Damage**
Thick-wall steel construction allows positive hub installation without seal warping or bending.

**Increase Reliability**
The temperature-resistant polymer with hydrodynamic pumping keeps the lubricant in place.

**Easy Removal**
Bonded rubber ID and OD allow for easier removal while anti-rotation features lock the ID surface in place.
Rugged, thick-wall steel construction avoids installation damage

Hub-installed with piloted entry features

Bonded rubber OD and ID seals the bore and spindle, with easier installation and removal

Fully unitized design provides protection of main sealing lip

Temperature-resistant polymer with hydrodynamic pumping features

Making the Roadways Safer®
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